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ABSTRACT

Introduction The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of health promotion in empowering and sustaining communities, as well as the need to build resilient health systems and work collectively with other sectors to protect and promote health. The WHO has mainstreamed health promotion in the Global health agenda. However, the definition and practices of health promotion in Africa are not well understood and documented, with often, an interchangeable use of the concept of health promotion and health prevention. This scoping review is to explore how health promotion is defined and practised in Africa and identify gaps in its implementation within the framework of the Ottawa Charter.

Methods and analysis The scoping review will employ the approach described by Arksey and O’Malley in 2005. The approach consists of five stages: (1) formulating the research questions, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) selecting eligible studies, (4) charting the data and (5) collating, summarising and reporting the results. This protocol employed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P). The review will apply the PRISMA extension for scoping reviews to present the results. The scoping review will adapt the five principles set forth in the Ottawa Charter to categorise the outcomes and uses its strategies to define the interventions. Data bases searched are Ovid Medline, Embase, Cochrane Library, CINAHL, SCOPUS, CABI, JBI Evidence Synthesis and grey literature. The database last searched was January 2021.

Ethics and dissemination This review does not require ethics approval. Our dissemination strategy includes peer review publication, policy brief, presentation at conferences and relevant stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION

Health promotion (HP) is a ‘behavioural social science that draws from the biological, environmental, psychological, physical, and medical sciences to promote health and prevent disease, disability, and premature death through education-driven voluntary behaviour change activities’.1–5 The Ottawa Charter defines HP as ‘the process of enabling people and groups to increase control over and to improve their health and quality of life’.1–2 HP involves the development of individual, group, institutional, community and systemic strategies to improve health knowledge, attitudes, skills and behaviour.3 These factors extend beyond the social determinants of health (SDH), to include economical, environmental, political and cultural; they not only impact health but can also either make it easier or more difficult for individuals to make changes that improve their health.4,5 HP’s role is in helping to improve these SDH by targeting people at the individual level to change their behaviours.1–5 It is a comprehensive approach that addresses a broad spectrum of health factors and determinants to foster healthy lifestyle choices.1–5 HP also involves the dissemination of information using various channels of communication in
order to increase health knowledge and social mobilisation. Therefore, HP is not only the responsibility of the health sector but extends beyond promoting healthy lifestyles to improved well-being. The WHO defines health as a complete state of physical, mental and social well-being rather than just the absence of disease. HP is an approach within primary healthcare that seeks to support and build an understanding of the determinants of health and develop personal skills to improve one’s health and well-being.8,10

Primary healthcare is critical in every healthcare system in improving the delivery of care and health outcomes. However, there is no universally accepted definition on primary healthcare, while it is seen as the first level of care in most high-income countries, in most low and middle-income countries, it is more of a system wide approach.8–10 This review will apply the conceptual definition of primary healthcare which “refers to both processes and beliefs about the ways in which healthcare is structured encompassing primary care, disease prevention, health promotion, population health, and community development within a holistic framework, with the aim of providing essential community-focused health care”9,10

In recent decades, the concept of HP has received increasing global attention. In 1986, the first international conference was organised by the WHO in Ottawa, Canada, which led to the creation of the Ottawa Charter. This Charter is a landmark document and has been influential in informing the conceptualisation, goals and implementation of HP.8–10 The principles of HP set forth in this Charter are still used as a reference document to guide theory and practice.1–8 The Charter presents five action areas: design healthy public policy, create supportive environments, strengthen community actions, develop personal skills and reorient health services (discussed in details in stage 5 and Table 1).5–7 Further, the Charter discussed three strategies to improve health which includes, enabling—creating an enabling environment, mediating and advocating—to improve health.5–7

A series of global HP conferences have been convened by the WHO calling for collective efforts to improve the health of the population.1,11 In addition to these conferences, the World Health Assembly adopted resolution WHA51.12 on HP,6,12 resolution WHA57.16 on HP and lifestyles,5,13 resolution WHA60.24 on HP in a globalised world,6,14 and the Nairobi Call to Action for closing the implementation gap in HP (2009),6,15 as well as political declarations on SDH and non-communicable diseases.6,17 However, despite these progress, in 2013, the WHO Africa region identified the existence of significant gaps and challenges in HP especially in areas of stewardship, delivery of interventions, community participation and empowerment, evidence generation and sustainable financing.6

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of HP in empowering and sustaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Explanations and examples as applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build healthy public policy</td>
<td>This will identify any existing health promotion document as mentioned in the literature for the identified study (countries), who is involved in the health promotion policy development, programmes and so on? What is most prioritised in the existing policies, programmes and so on? What is the language used in framing the policy—enabling, mediating or advocating? Do the policies have monitoring frameworks for HP? What population is engaged or focused on? Are equity aspects considered? Is funding allocated (donor or domestic funding)? any evaluation of the policy done for potential effectiveness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create supportive environments</td>
<td>Creating enabling environments—the settings approach, this will identify: where are the policies or interventions targeted? (e.g., schools, communities, or workplaces, health facilities etc) what activities are most focused on? What approaches are used—enabling, advocacy and mediating? and how are they applied?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen community actions</td>
<td>This will identify what is happening at sub national and community level, which organisations are involved and what are they most focused on for example. Non communicable diseases (NCD), mental health, HIV, COVID-19 and what strategies are mostly used? Are community and community health workers engaged? is it a multi sectoral approach? What collective actions or approaches are used? Are the organisations and the actions government funded or rely on development funding? are they linked with the health system and existing structures or work in parallel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop personal skills</td>
<td>This will identify aspects of capacity building, health and digital literacy, communication strategies and what strategies exist in building health literacy for example, education, how is the framing done, is it translated to local language? how is it conceptualised?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorient health services</td>
<td>This will identify the focus of existing services in terms of: are they mostly traditional focused, is it left within the confines of hospitals, schools, communities, health centres? Does it take a holistic approach? Is it gender and culturally sensitive? how is the health system organised? Do they have community health strategies, documents, and frameworks? How is the care organised, does it focus on curative or incorporates HP aspects, are they mediating (collaborating) with other sectors in an effort to address some underlying risk factors and aspects of social determinants of health?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from the Ottawa Charter 1986, Kessler C et al., 2011. HP, health promotion.
communities, as well as the need to build resilient health systems and work collectively with other sectors to protect public health. The concept of HP is highly relevant in Africa given the continent’s poor health outcomes.\textsuperscript{18–24} Though HP activities in Africa have received some significant development in the last decades,\textsuperscript{19} Africa still lags behind in adopting a comprehensive approach to HP.\textsuperscript{16–25} HP activities conducted in Africa have focused more on health education.\textsuperscript{18–24} One of the underlying reasons documented in the literature related to some African countries’ inability to fully adopt the concept of HP relates to the limited participation of African countries in HP meetings.\textsuperscript{20–25} thus, conceptualisation may likely be perceived and practised differently. In this light, most HP activities are focused on health education, and the concept of HP is often reduced to disease prevention.\textsuperscript{19–25} The WHO and its global partners recently mainstreamed HP in global health and issued a call to action for countries to invest in HP to ensure sustainable health systems.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, the WHO is working on developing a global strategy for HP, and the current pandemic has demonstrated the dire need for HP to support communities and systems in becoming more resilient in addressing epidemics and pandemics. Based on these action plans, there is a need to understand how HP is defined and practised in African countries, as well as comprehensively understand the state of HP in Africa within the context of the Ottawa Charter and gaps in its implementation. Thus, our scoping review builds on understanding how HP is defined, conceptualised, implemented and practised within the context of primary healthcare in Africa. We aim to map out the action areas of HP activities in Africa and identify key gaps within the framework of the Ottawa Charter. A scoping review is suited for our topic due to the limited amount of published evidence in this area as most information may be documented as grey literature, a scoping review will help understand the breadth and depth of HP in Africa, how the concept is defined, perceived and practised. In addition, scoping review is best for concept mapping to identify knowledge gaps and the main sources and types of evidence that exist on HP in Africa.\textsuperscript{27}

**METHOD**

**Protocol design**

The scoping review employs an approach described by Arksey and O’Malley.\textsuperscript{26} The approach consists of five stages: (1) formulating the research questions, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) selecting eligible studies, (4) charting the data and (5) collating, summarising and reporting the results. The scoping review also draws inspiration from methodology developed by the Joanna Briggs Institute.\textsuperscript{29} The protocol is not registered with PROSPERO, as it currently does not accept scoping reviews. We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P)\textsuperscript{30} to prepare the protocol and we will use the PRISMA-ScR extension for scoping reviews to present the results.

**Patient and public involvement**

No patients were involved in the review protocol. However, the public was involved in defining the research questions using informal discussions with some stakeholders and health professionals. We used a team of researchers and HP practitioners to inform this process using a mini-Delphi approach as we discussed the review. The review is the first stage of our research. An in-depth follow-up study will be conducted as a case study in Cameroon and Kenya which will include secondary data analysis, a workshop, interviews and stakeholder consultations on how the concept of HP is defined, practised and implemented in Cameroon and Kenya within the context of the Ottawa Charter. The workshop and qualitative study will allow us to engage with a broad team from different sectors, health providers, including community health workers, selected communities and relevant stakeholders from various sectors, to explore their perspective, understanding and definition of HP in Cameroon and Kenya.

**Stage 1: formulating the research question**

We used an iterative process, as recommended by Arksey and O’Malley, to develop the research question through consultations with the research team and other public and HP practitioners. The main research question focuses on understanding how HP is defined and practised in the context of primary healthcare in Africa, within the framework of the Ottawa Charter, as well as on identifying and characterising the gaps. Our primary study and workshop will follow this approach. The following questions will guide the review:

1. How is HP defined and conceptualised within the context of primary healthcare in Africa?
2. What are the identified strategies and/or approaches of HP that are implemented and/or practised within the context of primary healthcare in Africa and as categorised within the framework of the Ottawa Charter?
3. What are the gaps, limitations and opportunities?

**Stage 2: identifying relevant studies**

The search includes studies conducted from 1986 to the present, as this range includes the creation of the Ottawa Charter.\textsuperscript{2} All relevant databases will be searched with the help of a librarian. These databases include but are not limited to Ovid Medline, Embase, Cochrane Library, CABI Global Health (Ovid), CINAHL, SCOPUS and JBI Evidence Synthesis. Both published and grey literature will be searched, and we will contact relevant stakeholders for additional grey literature where applicable. Grey literature will be searched from the WHO database, Department for International Development research outputs database and the ELDIS development database (eldis.org), Africa Center for Disease Control, Africa Center for Evidence, Africa Academy of Science. Additionally, the reference list of potential eligible papers will be
hand-searched. The results will be exported to Endnote and later exported to Covidence software for title and abstract screening. Articles will be included if they meet our inclusion criteria and excluded if they do not meet the criteria. The initial search terms used MeSH terms related to HP and primary healthcare and key words using Ovid Medline platform and will be further adapted to other databases (see online supplemental file 1). In order for a study to be included in this review, the study will meet the following inclusion and exclusion criteria as described in table 2. Additionally, a description of the PICO (population, intervention, comparators and outcomes) elements is outlined below to guide the screening and identification of relevant studies.

Type of population: primary healthcare settings—this is based on the definition of PHC above which extends to communities and schools.

Types of intervention: the intervention is focused on any HP implementation strategies to improve health and well-being. The interventions are categorised, when applicable, using the three strategies described by the Ottawa Charter: advocate, mediate and enable. Advocacy requires a combination of individual and social actions to obtain political commitment, policy support and social systems that support health. Mediation is the process by which different interests of individuals, communities and other sectors, both public and private, work together in a way that promotes and protects health. Enabling ensures that HP activities designed to improve health are in partnership with individuals to enable and empower them to take action to protect and promote health.

Comparator: any active or inactive comparators

Types of outcomes: outcomes will be categorised and described within the framework of the five principles of the Ottawa Charter. Any of the listed outcomes below to improve health and well-being adopted from the WHO Africa region. This includes increased community awareness on health, participation, empowerment, positive behaviour changes, changes in societal structures, programmes, evidence-based policies and legislations. This will be discussed and categorised in relation to the five principles listed in table 1. The Ottawa Charter framework will be used to guide our analysis and categorise the outcome definition, scope and literature across multiple contexts and strategies that consider both the individual and community in delivering HP in Africa.

**Stage 3: selecting studies**

The search results will be exported into Endnote for data management (eg, removing duplicates and referencing). After removing duplicates, data will be exported into Covidence for screening and data extraction. Title and abstract screening will be done by two pairs of independent reviewers to select studies related to our population, intervention, comparators and outcomes (PICO) format as described above. The second stage includes full-text screening. This will be done by two pairs of independent reviewers selecting studies that meet our inclusion criteria. Studies that potentially meet the inclusion criteria will be retrieved in full text during this stage of screening. Full-text studies that do not meet the inclusion criteria will be excluded, and the reasons for exclusion will be provided in the final report. Data will be extracted by two pairs of independent reviewers and inter-rater reliability will be assessed and discussed against the themes. The final results of the search will be reported in full in the final report and presented in a PRISMA flow diagram. Disagreements that arise between the reviewers will be resolved through discussion or with a third reviewer. Understanding of the inclusion and exclusion criteria will be assessed through the calibration of a few studies adhering strictly to the PICO criteria. Disagreements will be resolved through consensus; if consensus is not achieved, a third reviewer (ie, a coauthor) will be consulted. If a study has multiple publications, the most recent one will be retained. At this stage, the language is limited to French, English, Swahili and German.

**Stage 4: extracting data**

A data extraction form adopted from Joanna Briggs Institute’s template for data extraction (see table 3) will be used. Key information will be collected from the relevant studies: publication year, country and context, design, conceptual framework used, objective, methods and study findings. The form will be used to collect data on the intervention strategies (ie, mediating, enabling or advocating), and outcomes will be categorised according to each component of the Ottawa Charter and data for this component will be extracted as described in table 1. To ensure the validity of the process, the form will be piloted and tested against a few studies by MN, VS and MK and discussed with other coauthors. Two pairs of independent reviewers will then extract the data, and disagreements will be resolved through consensus among the team members. A quality appraisal of the primary studies included in the review will be assessed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme tool developed at Oxford University, and for mixed-method studies, a tool developed by Pluye et al will be used.
Stage 5: collating, summarising and reporting the outcomes

In this stage, the scoping review will provide an aggregated synthesis of the evidence employing the five components of the Ottawa Charter (as listed in Table 1) to discuss the outcomes (as listed in stage 2), grouping results by country experiences as reported in the studies. The five components include healthy public policies defined by the Charter as the process of setting policies that support health by protecting the health of individuals and communities and making it easier for people to make healthy choices. The environment in which people live, both natural and built (e.g., communities, workplaces and schools), is closely linked to health.1-8 These environments also determine and increase the ability of people to make healthy choices while living or being exposed to these environments.4-8 The collective effort of communities to improve public health can involve various groups, for example, community-based organisations that support people living with HIV/AIDS, diabetes and other related diseases.1-8 Developing skills focused on personal and social development—building capacity and health literacy through education and information enhances the life skills of individuals and helps them make positive choices,1-8 for example, providing information, education, distributing educational materials, workshops, training and sessions that teach people how to manage diseases.1-8 Reorienting health services—moving from traditionally medical focused individual and curative needs to people and community—health services focusing on protective factors, holistic approach, reducing risk factors and improving on the SDH.2-5

Descriptive analysis will be performed, and similar data segments will be pooled, and deductive codes in line with the outcomes will be extracted and coded and interrater reliability will be assessed. The data collected from the included studies will be tabulated and summarised narratively. The scoping review will also present our experiences and recommendations to inform policies and the HP community.

Limitations

This review is limited to all African countries, and therefore, the scope does not include other low-income and middle-income countries. This review may suffer from publication bias, which is why we chose a scoping review approach. The review is also limited to selected languages which may bias the evidence.

CONCLUSION

Fundamentally, HP attempts to address inequalities.18-24 Addressing universal healthcare coverage and leaving no one behind require a collective effort. HP initiatives are relevant in Africa, but there is a need to understand and
appreciate the available evidence and identify the gaps and approaches to inform policy. This review will generate evidence to guide research and inform policies. The results could assist development organisations, governments and other stakeholders to identify priority areas for HP strategies. In the results and discussion sections, we will identify any similarities and/or differences between approaches adopted in Africa and the Ottawa Charter.
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